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NEWS
An Expanding Community
Elvia Silva, Staff Reporter
Elvia_Silva@csumb.edu

Driving around the CSU
Monterey
Bay
campus,'
returning students might have
noticed that there are a lot more
cars and people on campus. This
year, CSUMB has increased
their student population due to
a surge in the number of first
year students.
The parking lots and the
rooms for on-campus housing
are full. Residential Life has
encountered the of problem
finding a place to put all the
new students, for this semester.
According to Director of
Residential Life (RL) Donald
Yackley, “[RL] received lots
of applications for housing and
during the summer they quickly
filled up available spaces.”
This year RL filled the
residence halls to capacity and
many freshmen were moved to
the North Quad housing, which
has traditionally been reserved
for upper classman. Many
freshmen found themselves in
Building 301, which according
to RL’s website, was designed
as a place for juniors, seniors
and anyone over 21.
“Last fall, housing had 1341
students living in the residential
buildings and North Quad,”
said Yackley. Those numbers

Students are trying

to avoid the parking

situation by picking
alternatives to

driving to class.
More students are
biking, using their

skateboards and
simply walking to
class.
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“This fall there
are 1526 residents
living in the
residential buildings

and North Quad."
DONALD YACKLEY,
DIRECTOR OF RESIDENTIAL
LIFE
PHOTO BY JULEEN JOHNSON

compared to this year are
significantly lower for “this fall
there are 1526 residents living
in the residential buildings and
North Quad.”
He also mentioned that
“Some spaces have opened up
in the residential housing for
freshman that want to move
from North Quad into housing
where they are surrounded with
people in their same status, they
are free to do that.”
Many see the increase
of incoming students as a
great thing for the campus
community, as well as the
surrounding area. The increase
in students has brought new
life to the on campus housing
community.
Many people
believe that the surge in new
students is due to the makeover
the campus has gone through in
the recent years.
However, for some, like the
resident advisors (RA), the
surge of freshman means a
harder job than previous years.
Meghan Aslanian, a Biology
Major and RA, explained that
the mixing of freshman with
upper-classmen makes her job
much harder.
“I find it hard to enforce a
lot of the community standards
from time to time because there
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are so many first timers that they
don’t even know about most
of the rules and or standards
that have been ground into the
minds of the upper classmen,”
said Aslanian.
Another challenge that arose
due to the increase in students
is the apparent lack of parking
spots. Returning students who
drive, might have noticed that
the availability of spots has
declined compared to last
semester.
The parking lots near building
18 and the library are almost
always full to capacity, creating
some frustrations with drivers
who want to park near class.

Adding to the lack of parking
spots is the construction that is
taking place around campus.
The construction around the
new library has blocked off
parking spaces that were
traditionally used by residents
of Buildings 203, 205, 206
and 208. Their inability to find
parking has caused them to use
parking lots that were rarely
seen near capacity in the past.
North Quad parking has
also been a difficult adventure
because the front parking lot
is usually full. The back lot,
which has had plenty of parking
spots in previous years, is now
often seen near capacity.
Students are trying to avoid
the parking situation by picking
alternatives to driving to class.
More students are biking, using
their skateboards and simply
walking to class.
Brittany Stellin, a Liberal
Studies Major is trying to avoid
the headache of trying to find
parking by walking to class.
“I’m walking places because
I don’t want to move my car
from a convenient parking
location.”

Monterey County Weekly

The ASAP Package, Wrapped Up And Ready to Help
Ester Goshorn, Staff Reporter
Esther_Goshorn@csumb.edu

also be more vulnerable
for the student. Having
group tutoring sessions
makes the students
feel more at ease and
comfortable.”
Morrison said that

“ASAP meant passing my classes, staying on top of
my homework, and understanding school topics.”

ESA MORRISON, ESSP MAJOR

a professional tutor at
CSUMB and a tutor can
work up to 20 hours
a week.
First, a prospective
tutor must obtain an
application and then
resubmit it to building
21.
Later comes the
ever-popular interview
process.
“This is a very
interesting program, we
embrace the tutors as
well as become a close
knit family. Even when
graduation is around the
comer, the tutors desire
to remain with us,”
continued Pasibe.
If a tutor has a hardship
with another subject than
their specialization, there
are many other tutors that
can help.
“The tutors get help
by their peers in subject
matters that are needed,”
added Pasibe.
For ten years, ASAP
has been a helpful service
in changing the course of

“The one on one is more
personal, because the
students feel comfortable
and can be more open
with the tutor,” Pasibe
said. “However, this can

there are benefits to
both one on one and
group discussions. “Both
were very helpful. For
the studying for finals
and midterms the group

discussions were much
more
helpful.”
Presents await the
students, either in the
form of excellent grades
or even a monthly
paycheck.

Contact ASAP
by phone at 831582-4104, e-mail:
asap@csumb. edu,
or visit their web
site at http://asap.
csumb.edu/.

WILD & FRESH... serving nightly:
Grilled, Pan Roasted or Blackened...

“Alaskan Halibut” - “Monterey Bay Salmon” - “Ahi Tuna”
“Pacific Swordfish” and others
Steaks - Au Poivre (Peppered) or Grilled
Free Range "Filet Mignon*and Boneless Angus “Rib-Eye"
♦Pork Tenderloin Medallions, Chicken Breast Piccata

♦Vegetarian and Pasta Dishes
♦Home-made Desserts - Creme Brutee, Tiramisu, etc.

“...what a gem...”
Penelope LaFontaine

2006 Carmel Magazine's

Critic’s Choice

Full Bar Service
Reservattons 831.883.1207
Dinner Nightly from 5pm
Closed Sunday
330 Reservation Road, Marina

Dishes

BISTRO & GRILL
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For CSU Monterey Bay
students the holiday
season has come early;
CSUMB has a present
for all. Come
by the
Academic
Skills
Achievement Program
(ASAP) and pick up your
present. It is wrapped
with friendly faces, warm
hugs, knowledgeable
personnel
and that
unmistakable holiday
cheer. When you open
it up, you will find the
wonderful
tutoring
services of CSUMB.
Located in building 21
on Divarty Street near
the new library, ASAP
is a free tutoring service
and opened its doors on
Sept. 10.
When asked about
ASAP, senior
Earth
System
Science and
Policy
Major
Esa
Morrison
replied,
“ASAP meant passing
my classes, staying on
top of my homework,
and
understanding
school topics.”
Whether a student
needs help in Languages,
Science, Math, Writing,
or even Technology,
ASAP has the answer.
If students don’t need
tutoring then ASAP
has another gift, a
possible employment
opportunity.
“All one needs to
become a tutor, is to have

student livesand will in
the future . According
to Pasibe, each student
can choose to study
alone, one on one with
a particular tutor, or can
work within groups.

a 3.0 or above GPA and
to maintain it,” said Rose
Pasibe, Program Analyst
for ASAP.
There are of course a
couple different levels
to go through to become

Know’n the Motion of the Ocean
Mary Freeman, Staff Reporter
Mary_Freeman@csumb.edu

Chris Bumetti, Staff Reporter
Chris_Burnetti@csumb.edu

NEW S

Although the name is derived
from Latin for “peaceful sea”,
the Pacific Ocean proves to
be less than peaceful, as surfer
and former CSU Monterey Bay
student Todd Endris found out
this past August 28.
The surfer, who was attacked
by a 12-foot great white
shark, was rumored to have
beaten the shark off with his
fists. According to Cynthia
D’Vincent, manager of marine
operations and the outdoor
program at CSUMB, hitting or
punching a shark in the nose
during an attack is exactly what
someone should do; poking
or gouging the eyes is also a
well known way to fight off an
attacking shark.
D’Vincent, also an avid
surfer and oceangoer, has had
two extremely close calls with
sharks. One was in Mexico
and the other at Spanish Bay
near Monterey in which another
surfer was actually killed. She
claims she owes her life to the
mammals that were swimming
around her at the time.
“I noticed the otters and sea
lions darting around. They were
alarmed, which alarmed me...
So, I just caught a wave back
up to the beach. The other guy

stayed in and he was actually
killed,” recalled D’Vincent.
D’Vincent advises that when
in the ocean it is best to pay
attention to everything around
oneself. If the animals are acting
oddly it is time to get out of the
water. D’Vmcent also blames
her near shark attacks on the
fact that she was surfing at dusk.
“Students should really avoid
activities at dusk. Not only is
visibility really low, but it’s also
feeding time [for sharks].”
Though a very dangerous
presence, sharks are not the
only threat presented when
frequenting the Monterey Bay
ocean. Stinging jellyfish, rocks
hidden below the surface, large
unpredictable waves and riptides
are just some of the other dangers
of the local waters.
According to Monterey
County State Lifeguard Kristi
Lopez, “The beaches in this
area can be a very dangerous
place for people that either
lack ocean safety knowledge
or do not heed to warnings
of dangerous conditions.
Ignorance in this environment
can easily lead to disaster.”
Jeff Field, a captain for the
Pacific Grove Fire Department,
whose department runs the
Pacific Grove Ocean Rescue
Unit warns that the biggest
danger in the water lies in being
unprepared for the conditions.
“Unprepared-ness can range
from not knowing what a riptide
is to not knowing how to put on
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a wetsuit correctly.”
He urges anyone going
out into the water to become
familiar with the environment
they are about to step into as
well as any equipment that they
may need.
When choosing a recreation
location Field warns that
the “more remote, the more
dangerous [a place is].”
D’Vincent agreed stating that
the safest areas “are the ones
with the best visibility. If it
is visible enough to see the
sea mammals in the water than
visibility is good.”
Field also warns about
another ocean danger. “Not
to stereotype college students
or anything, but they need to
understand that alcohol and
water do not mix. Not just
because of your lack of good
judgment, but alcohol impairs
the nervous system making you
unable to escape.”
Late night drunken surf
sessions and “double dog
dares” that involve the ocean
are not recommended.
Some of the more standard
ocean safety recommendations
from the American Red
Cross include checking surf
conditions, looking for warning
flags or talking with a lifeguard
about
beach
conditions.
Making sure one has enough
energy to swim back to shore
is also a highly recommended
precaution.
Also adding to the danger is

the fact that people unfamiliar
with the water do not understand
the relationship between the
ocean and the weather.
Field stated, “The better the
weather, the more wild the
ocean tends to be.”
According to Field, during
June through Aug. the weather
tends to be foggier and the
water more calm. Conversely
during winter and going into
spring the fog gets blown off
the coastline by the storms
moving down south along the
coast from Alaska.
The reality behind an
environment like the ocean is
that it is unpredictable. The
possibility of being stung
by a jellyfish, bit by a shark
or pummeled by a large
unexpected wave is there.
Beachgoers making a choice
to venture into the waters of
the Monterey Bay should

realize they are taking a chance
similar to driving on California
Highway 1; both of these
can be very dangerous to the
inexperienced.
Before going out into the
water, students can use the
recreation office as a resource
for learning more about ocean
activities and safety as well as
any faculty that teach an ocean
activity class.
Field recommends speaking
with local surf, dive and kayak
shops about current water
conditions and safety tips,
as well as any public safety
agency.
Websites such as
surfline.com also provide upto-the-minute reports about
many local beaches.
If one spots something in the
water and is not sure what it
is, stick with one well known
quote: “When in doubt, get the
hell out.”

BALANCE TO BLOCKS, MEAL PLAN CHANGES
Kate Kiechle, Staff Reporter
Kate Kiechle@csumb.edu

PHOTOS BY KATE KIECHLE

A Student Breakfast at the Dining Commons.

was not working at the time
of press.
Sodexho General Manager
Dan Kaupie explained that one
reason the meal plan was set
up with blocks and flex dollars
was that “students no longer
have to worry that a salad will
cost more than a grilled cheese
sandwich because one price

gives the student access to the
entire dining facility.”
DC patrons will also now
have to heed the warnings at the
exits. Doors that in previous
years have been used for entry
to the building are now locked
and armed with alarms that
will sound if opened. The two
doors at the west end of the

building are unarmed, but it is
always advised to look for the
red warning signs on the door.
The change in plan has
also been receiving positive
feedback. Maria A.Y. Garcia,
Director
of
Operations,
Auxiliary Corporations, wrote
in an email “it’s nice to see
students sitting together - eating,

talking, and laughing. There’s
more of a sense of community
in the Dining Commons than
I’ve felt in years past.”
It is a new and different
scene at the DC this year and
with more changes planned in
the coming school year, DC
customers can expect to see
more changes.

NEW S

This year the Dinning Commons
are open to paying customers
only, but with a new “all you
care to eat” policy.
The new look for the
CSU Monterey Bay Dining
Commons (DC) and the meal
plan are part of the new contract
with Sodexho, the food service
provider for the campus. The
new meal plan is a combination
of blocks and flex dollars.
However, if paying with cash,
tax is added.
The costs of meals are $4
for breakfast, $6 for lunch and
$8 for dinner, the new official
policy being one of “all you
care to eat.” Customers also
have the option to leave their
Otter Card or cash with the
cashier. The time the customer
came in is recorded and they
are given 10 minutes to fill a
to-go box and to grab a drink.
The customer is to return to the
cashier within 10 minutes or
they will be charged twice for
their meal.
Many returning students
are in disagreement with
each other about the change
in policy. Some welcome the
changes, while many miss the
old declining balance plan.
Brianna Clawson is a second
year Earth Systems Science
and Policy major and supports
the declining balance plan.
She said, “learning how to
use money is a real life basic
skill. With a declining balance
card it was like having a debit
card.”
When eating at other facilities
on campus each block counts
as $5. At all dining facilities,
you have the option of using
flex dollars, blocks, or cash to
buy your meals, but the design
of the block does not allow
for easy tipping, however
they can be left using flex
dollars, Otter Bucks, or cash.
While “commuter, faculty and
staff meal plans” have a listed
link on the CSUMB Dinning
Services web page, the link
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EXTINCTION OF DONKEYS AND ELEPHANTS
Noelle Blair, Staff Reporter

‘We had a pretty good

Noelle_Blair@csumb.edu

run for a few years, but
This year there will be an
absence of political clubs at
CSU Monterey Bay. Both the
College Democrats and the
Monterey College Republican
clubs have disbanded. Both
clubs cite lack of interest as the
reason behind discontinuing.
“Due to schedule conflicts
from the remaining members,
and a lack of interest from
the student population, the
senior members of the group
decided to inactivate the
club,” stated the former vice
president for the republican
club, Joseph Ramos.
“We had a pretty good run for
a few years, but last semester
many of our younger members
transferred to different schools,
and our older members became
too busy with internships and
graduation,” Ramos continued.
“The College Republicans
had an amazing four year run.
Last year we traveled all over
California and participated
in voter registration here at
CSUMB. At its best, club
membership was about twenty
students strong,” said Christy
Cozby, former president of the
Republican Club.

last semester many of
our younger members

transferred to different
schools, and our older

members became too
busy with internships and
graduation,”
-JOSEPH RAMOS, FORMER
VICE PRESIDENT FOR THE

REPUBLICAN CLUB
GRAPHICS PROVIDED BY YAHOO IMAGES

Cozby will be unable
to head the Republican Club on
campus this fall. She will be in
Washington D.C. participating in
a congressional internship for the
Panetta Institute of Public Policy.
“I
have
faith
conservative students will
step up if they’re genuinely
after a good time for a great
cause,” said Cozby.
Attempts to contact
members of the College
Democrats
were
largely
ignored, however, former
member Zachary Kasow did
say that he has no plans to

restart the club.
“This year I think I
will watch from the side as the
elections unfold in the coming
months,” said Kasow.
Zoe Carter, another
former member of the College
Democrats, will be studying
abroad in Spain this semester
and will not be able to continue
the club.
Although Ramos has
no personal plans to restart
the on-campus club, he says
those interested in developing
a Republican club should get
in touch with him. “If students

are interested in revitalizing the
club they can contact me,” he
offered.
Despite the lack
of party politics on campus,
students can still get involved
with their favorite political
movement.
Several local
organizations operate in the
Monterey County region.
Students
interested
in
starting a new Democrat or
Republican club can go to the
Student Activities office in
building eight or call them at
(831) 582-3329.
Jeff Davis, a representative

for the Monterey County
Republican Party, said that
students interested in the
Republican Party can call
(831) 759-8590 or go to
213 Main Street in Salinas.
To learn more, go to www.
montereyrepublicans.org.
Students interested in the
Democrat Party can call (866)
MRY-DEMS or go to the
local party’s website at www.
montereycountydemocrats.org.
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CSUMB’s Political Face Off

GRAPHIC BY CHRIS BRUNETTI

Graphic Provided by www.nycproject.com
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President Appoints New Finance Director
Michael Tyler, Staff Reporter
MICHAEL_TYLER@CSUMB.EDU

Last July, CSU Monterey Bay
President Dianne Harrison
announced the appointment of
Jim Main as Vice President of
Administration and Finance.
“I am very enthusiastic about
Jim Main joining the CSUMB
administrative team,” said Dr.
Harrison in an online news
release. “He brings a great
set of university skills and
experiences to this position.”
Main
officially joined
CSUMB on August 31 after
transitioning from Southern
Oregon University, where he
was Vice President of Finance
and Administration from 2005
until 2007.
Prior to that, Main worked at
the University of Nebraska for
18 years where he wore many
hats before being appointed
Assistant Vice Chancellor of
Business and Finance.
“I’ve seen and done a lot over
the years, but my background is
in Student Affairs. I’m all about
people,” said Main.
Main’s vast experience and
gregarious nature are rooted
in diversity. He grew up in

Stonington, Conn., a beach
town. He recalls “long stretches
of beach, cars from New
York, Mass, and New Jersey
all coming in bringing lots of
tourists.”
In high school Main was
involved with student council,
varsity football and church
functions, all while being an
Eagle Scout. After high school,
Main attended the University
of Connecticut and joined the
Marines, where he became
a decorated war hero for his
service in Vietnam.
A football linebacker both
in college and for the Marines,
Main actually came to Fort Ord
and played on our field some
“thirty-odd” years ago.
After an honorable discharge
from the Marines, Main returned
to UConn, earned his master’s
in Education-Administration
and began working his way
up the educational ladder.
Main was Area Coordinator
for UConn, then worked as
Director of Student Activities
and Residential Life, first at
Mitchell College and then at
Brown University.
Main accepted a position at
the University of Texas, where

he concurrently worked on his
Ph.D. An opportunity opened at
the University of Nebraska and
he made the move to business
and finance.
“My friends and colleagues
all said I switched to the darkside” Main says jokingly about
leaving the ‘mellow world’ of
student affairs for the ‘material
world’ of finance.
While at Nebraska, Main
earned quite a reputation as
a ground-level spokesman in
the Cola Wars. “You negotiate
for the university an exclusive
arraignment to have Pepsi or
Coke sold on your campus and
at major sporting events,” Main
said.
His notoriety in the Cola Wars
helped Main earn a $13 million
pouring-rights contract for
Nebraska’s student programs.

RJCHARD_WELSHIEMER@CSUMB.EDU

“I’m a VP today but I started
my life working in the dining
hall, bussing tables. I have
a working class background.
I’m fortunate to have had
education and have people
willing to mentor and help

the binders that hold lists of

To avoid confusion,
students can read a stepby-step guide located in the
middle of the webpage.
Continuing his second
year working at the Black
Box Cabaret as a Sound
System Technician, Music
and Performing Arts major
and CSU Monterey Bay
Senior, Kevin Robertson,
has just added a second job

as an Otter Bay Restaurant
waiter to his workload.
“Working on campus is the
closest you can get to working
at home,” said Robertson.
Still, if working on-campus
does not appeal to you, there
are other options off-campus.
According to Bob Schaffer,
director
of
Community
Relations
for
Marina
Community Partners, Kohl’s,
Old Navy, Target, REI and Best
Buy are all hiring. They are
located in The Dunes Shopping
Center where 12 Street and
U.S. Highway 1 meet.

PHOTO BY MICHAEL TYLER

President Harrison appointed Jim Main
as new Finance Director

Visit Building 44 for more
information about jobs on campus
or visit career.csumb.edu

More information on potential
jobs can be found at:
www.kohls.com
www.target.com
www.oldnavy.com
www.bestbuy.com
www.rei.com
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It is that time of the year where
student’s wallets and purses
are feeling lighter than usual,
and students begin looking to
replenish the contents.
With tuition now paid for,
students have to start saving
for the upcoming holidays and
now is the best time to start
looking for a job.
Currently, there are many job
opportunities on campus and it
is easy to apply for them.
The Career Development
Office (CDO) in Building 44
has just created a new way of
applying for on-campus jobs.
There are no longer countless
hours of looking through

possible jobs; everything is
now available to view online.
“You just have to go the
Career Development’s web
page [career.csumb.edu] and
click on Otter Jobs; after that
all you have to do is follow
the steps,” said Katrice Miller,
administrator and events
coordinator for CDO.

socially,” continued Main.
The University’s growth and
potential also intrigued Main.
Main envisions the new library
as “a vector where students,
faculty, and the community
come and transform into a
meeting place for all. I’ve seen
it on other campuses and I want
to see it happen here as well.”
“CSUMB is still evolving
and provides both opportunity
and challenge. In five years we
should be able to look back and
say “wow, we’ve accomplished
a lot,” said Main.

Even though Main has
advanced in his career, he
has never forgotten how he
got there.

Making Dough Close to Home
Richard Welshiemer, Staff Reporter

me grow. I want to give back
in my professional career and
help other people become
successful,” said Main.
Giving back to the community
is part of what attracted Main
to Monterey. “Part of my job
is to see the community and
university work well together,”
said Main.
“CSUMB’s Vision Statement
brought a sense of pride to
me from the standpoint of
how the campus is focused on
serving students who have been
underserved economically and

Stores are planned to
open through the month of
Oct. More information and
applications can be found
for these stores at their
individual websites.
Sep. 20—Oct.
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CSUMB Adds New Majors
and Professors for Fall 2007
Michael Tyler, Staff Reporter
Michael_Tyler@csumb.edu

CSU Monterey Bay has added undergraduate majors in Biology
and Psychology for the Fall 2007 semester. Students pursuing
medical school can now take a specified Biology major offering
concentrations in General Biology, Pre-medicine, and Teacher
Preparation.
Students interested in graduate level Psychology can now
enroll in CSU Monterey Bay’s new Psychology Major, which
according to Dr. Ken Nishita, “emphasizes psychology’s
science-based identity” and “fulfills all ten recommendations by
the American Psychological Association.”
In addition, the major formerly known as Human Performance
and Wellness Education has changed its name to Kinesiology. ■
The Academic Senate (AS) approved the proposal, introduced
by Kinesiology department chair Dr. Bobbi Bonace, who cited
that, “the name of the major would better serve our constituency
if it was recognizable and in alignment with other programs across
the country.” The name change will not affect requirements for
the major.
CSUMB has also added 40 professors and faculty for the
fall semester. According to the Center for Teaching, Learning
and Assessment’s Interim Director Annette March, “all new
instructors attend a New Faculty Orientation one week before the
semester begins.”
This orientation introduces teachers to CSUMB’s academic
style, including the Outcome Based Approach, Student Centered
Learning and Student Advising.
“Teachers are paired with senior faculty in an inter
disciplinary Mentoring Program where syllabi, peda
gogy, campus resources and scholarships are outlined”
said March.
Monthly meetings and random discussions with the provost
keep the faculty up-to-date and ready for class.
Responding to the new additions in Human Communications,
Professor Josina Makau states, “They bring talent, insight, and
energy to their work. We are very fortunate that they have chosen
CSUMB as their academic home.”

Please welcome our new
additions to the CSUMB
campus:

NEW S

Business
Cynthia Compean,
Stuart Phillips,
Peter Richmond
Kirk Schmidt

Earth Systems Science and
Policy
Corey Garza
Sean Senechal

Education
Alexis Copeland

Health, Human Services and
Public Policy
Don Allegri
Catherine Al-Meten
Patricia Maitland

Listen
Great
Even
Late
Melody Ainsworth, Staff Reporter
Melody_Ainsworth@csumb.edu

“Otter Stream, you’re on the
air” a student answers, hunched
over a microphone in a tiny
room affectionately referred to
as “The Tank”, or “The Shoe
Box”. The name is not with
out reason, as “The Tank”, has
just enough room for a DJ, a
guest, a complicated-looking
switchboard and every form of
music-playing gadget available
(even a record player).
The Otter Stream is the CSU
Monterey Bay radio station,
where the students control the
music, the topic and the theme.
The Otter Stream broadcasts
over the CSUMB campus,
some of Seaside and is avail
able to view online.
Otter Stream is currently
a one unit independent study
class ran by Teledramatic Arts
and Technology professor
Steven Levinson. Levinson

Kinesiology

PHOTO BY MELODY AINSWORTH

has been coaching students on him in his Friday night slot.
the switchboard for over seven
“There is not much diversity
years, and is delighted with the in radio options these days” said
level of popularity'the stream Doyle. “I really want to mix up
has reached, both on the air and some of the music genres that
behind the microphone.
don’t get much airplay.”
“We get calls from as far as
The Otter Stream also opens
Germany, Spain, New York, doors for students interested in
and Japan,” said Levinson.
radio related internships and
With the current number of careers.
Previous CSUMB
students at 37 (a new high), students Alyson Hess and
the hours of the stream have Nicholas Winkler have moved
expanded and are now 10 a.m. on to work at radio stations
to 2 a.m.
such as “The Hippo”, and “X
“If our student numbers con 103.9.”
tinue to increase, I wouldn’t
Tune in to the Otter Stream
mind having the stream go 24 on channel 71, or online at
hours,” said Levinson.
* the Otter Media website: http://
Students are drawn to the tat.csumb.edu/ottermedia.
If
Otter Stream due to its musical, you are interested in getting
social and vocal possibilities. involved with the Otter Stream,
Students can DJ, host a talk contact Steven Levinson at
show, or even perform in their Steven_Levinson@csumb.edu,
time slot. New student Josh or enroll next semester.
Reed-Doyle is enthusiastic
about the options available to

Mark DeBeliso

Social, Behavioral, and
Global Studies

Liberal Studies

Christine ‘Chrissy’ Camblin
Kathryn England-Aytes

Miguel Lopez
Deanne Perez-Granados

Human Communications

Reference and Instructional
Technology Librarian

Brian Buckley
Aviva Shimehnan
Umi Vaughan

Mathematics

Information Technology and
Communications Design

Personal Growth and
Counseling Center

Cathi Draper Rodríguez

Joshua Carr
Sabrina Lawrence
Michael Machado
Sathya Narayanan

Christiane Dettinger

Visual and Public Arts

Service Learning

Patrick Frank
Angelica Muro
Susan van der Mellen

First Year Studies
Suzanne Romero
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Rachel Esselstein
Mollie Manier

Deborah Burke
Sandra Pacheco

Writing Program
Maria Boza
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Laura Hennessey
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World Language and
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Teacher Education
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Ava Willet
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Surveillance Comes to Marina Skate Park

Andrea Aguirre
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Ryan Murray, Staff Reporter.
Ryan_Murray@csumb.edu

the safety of
the skaters and
students alike”.
Both skaters
and parents feel
that the new
additions have
only benefited the
community, by
providing safety
and security to
the skate park. “I
feel safe leaving
my child here
to skateboard,”
said
Candice
Bergstrom,
a
mother
from
Marina.
The
skate park is
open seven days
a week from 9am
until dusk.
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Mary Freeman
Esther Goshorn
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Grant Haney
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Daniel Hollingsworth
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The Los Arboles Skate
Park in Marina has given
skateboarders and enthusiasts
alike the opportunity to skate
one of the best local parks
around. The small concrete
park provides many ledges,
transitions, gaps, and one
monster size bowl where
skateboarders show off their
tricks to one another.
Located on Hillcrest Street
next to Los Arboles Middle
School, the
skate park
has proven to be a hub for
after school activities in the
community. Students flock by
the dozens to hang out both
inside and outside the skate park.
“I love coming here after school
and skating with my friends”
said Tyler Collins a sophomore
at Seaside High School.

For skaters who have not
been to the skate park in
the past couple months they
should notice upon their
return some new additions to
the skate park.
It is now fully equipped
with a 24-hour a day
surveillance system which is
located in the far left comer
of the skate park, giving the
police a birds eye view of
who is there and what is
going on. The park is also
home to several new signs
stating that the park is now
under 24/7 video surveillance
giving skaters the heads up.
The reasons behind the
new additions are due to a
recent rise in crime at the
skate park. Cathy Meachum,
a Recreation Instructor from
Marina said “The main reason
for the new security is due
to the vandalism in the park
itself, we’re looking out for

ARTS
Events Calendar Sept.
Kristine Kendrick, Managing Editor

20 - Oct. 1

Sunday, September 23

Friday, September 28

Kristina Kendrick@csumb.edu

Thursday, September 20

Marina Farmer's Market

Run Lola Run and Fight Club

10a.m.-2p.m. 280 Reservation Road. Year round.

7p.m. Golden State Theatre. $8

Not everyone can make it to the Monterey farmer’s
market Tuesday night. Lucky the city of Marina
hosts a weekly fanners market that surely meets any
produce fan’s standards. Make the weekend mornings
productive and buy quality goods at this local gem.

The Golden State has a reputation for some quality
double-features but this weekend, action takes over,
packing a punch for viewers. Run Lola Run stars
Franka Potente from the Bourne Identity in her quest
to save her low-life boyfriend. Match that with the
critically acclaimed Fight Club and a night of mischief,
mayhem and soap is bom.

Artist-at-large Melissa Smedley
Noon (performance); 6:30p.m. (talk). VPA parking
lot 71; UC living room.

What is an artist-at-large? Check out Smedley’s
performance to find out. Come for the performance, the
talk or both to fulfill that curiosity.

Drop in Yoga Class
6-7p.m. Building 93. Free to students; $5 general.
It is hard sometimes to release the stresses of classes.
Good thing drop in fitness classes are offered on campus.
Instructor Suzanna McGuire headlines this weekly
session aimed to increase flexibility and maintain a
balanced lifestyle.

Friday, September 21

Monterey Jazz Festival

Carmel-by-the-Sea's 46th Annual
Sandcastle Contest

Israel Vibration at the Catalyst

8a.m. (contest starts); Noon (judging starts). Carmel
Beach. 620-2020 for info.

9p.m. 1011 Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz. $20 in advance;
$24 at the door.

The illustrious white sand at Carmel Beach takes shape
today at this yearly event anticipated by both locals
and tourists. Teams of builders work vigorously while
families and spectators look on in hopes to catch a
glimpse of the potential winning castle. Registration
happens on the beach South of 10th street.

This legendary band has been around over 30 years
and they still put on a blazing show every time. Known
to fans as Is Vibes, they always deliver, playing old
favorites and new tunes from their “Stamina” album.

Saturday, September 29

6p.m. Monterey Fairgrounds. $35-$210

Tuesday, September 25
For a half-century, Jazz has oozed from the 20-acres of
fairgrounds, showcasing the longest running festival in the
world of its kind. Icons Billie Holiday, Louis Armstrong
and Dizzy Gillespie graced the stage in the past and this
year the festival’s nine stages may make a few future stars.
The smooth sounds play all weekend and gates open at
11:30a.m. on Saturday and 11:00a.m. on Sunday. For all
the details, visit montereyjazzfestival.org.

Saturday, September 22

Robbie Rasta's Militia O'Love
9:30p.m. Monterey Live. $7. 646-1415

He sings, writes songs and plays bass and since 2006,
Rob Melendez and his band have been rocking California
stages. This quintet pairs accomplished musicians with
roots reggae and pop sounds. With decades of experience,
this night will be a musical experience to be enjoyed.

Women's Volleyball Hosts Humboldt
State
7pm. Otter Sports Center. CSUMB students Free; $6
general; $3 staff/faculty/alumni.

CSU Monterey Bay fall sports team seasons are underway
and the Volleyball team is spiking into action. Watch
these competitors tear up the court against the female
Lumberjacks tonight.
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President's Speaker Series Presents
Dr. Philip Zimbardo

Old Monterey Seafood & Music
Festival
1 la.m-5p.m. Custom House Plaza. Downtown
Monterey. 655-8070

7p.m. World Theater. Free.
What really happens to the mind when it’s confined
behind bars? Professor emeritus of psychology at
Stanford, Dr. Philip Zimbardo has been spending most
of his career researching this very subject. Join this
published author for such topics as prisoner abuse
within the Abu Ghraib scandal.

The combination of food, music and the outside
Monterey air makes for a weekend perfect for parents,
friends or a dating adventure. If the eclectic beats
and yummy seafood weren’t enough, local artists,
crafts and almost 100 vendors add to this beloved
local event. For all the delicious details log-on to
oldmonterey.org.

Wednesday, September 26

Sunday, September 30

14th Annual Chili Cook-off
5:30-8:30p.m. Holman Ranch, Carmel Valley. Call
659-4000 for information.

Both amateur and professional chili maker’s come
together yet again for this once a year spicy competition.
The cook-off is joined by music, wine, a raffle and
other culinary goodies at this annual fundraiser for the
Carmel Valley Chamber of Commerce.

A Midsummer Night's Dream
Opening
7:30p.m. Outdoor Forest Theater, Carmel. $7-$35.

That dude Bill Shakespeare really knew how to write
a good story because they’re still being performed
today. The Pacific Reparatory Theater continues their
tradition of celebrating the master playwright with his
tail of star-crossed lovers and mischievous faeries.
Bring a blanket and ask a cute classmate to enjoy this
comedy under the stars. For ticket information call
622-0100

Have an
opinion
about the

Otter Realm?

Let us
know!
Contact
us and tell us

ATTENTION!

ATHEISTS,
AGNOSTICS,
HUMANISTS,
AND SKEPTICS!
BRING A SECULAR
VOICE TO CSUMB!
Do you believe you can lead a meaningful and moral life without
belief in the supernatural? Do you think that careful observation and
reason are better ways to understand the world than faith? Do you
agree that separation of religion and government is a critical part of
good government? If so, the Secular Student Alliance would love to
work with YOU to start a secular group at CSU Monterey Bay!

The Alliance's staff and volunteers have years of experience starting
and running campus groups. We offer interested students support
from our staff, literature, promotional materials, project grants,
speakers from our extensive Speakers Bureau, and connections to
local and national freethought organizations. Contact us today to
request your free group starting packet!

www.secularstudents.org/CSUMB
csumb@secularstudents.org

E-mail us at:

otter_realm@csumb.edu

518.632.4139
48 Howard St. Albany, NY 12207

SECULAR STUDENT ALLIANCE

Mobilizing Students for a New Enlightenment
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your thoughts.

Shakespearean Enchantment at Local Theaters
the forest, a real sight to a tragedy all hopelessly
behold.
entangled, weaving a
SUZANNE_CONNOLLY@CSUMB.EDU
Julie
Hughett, hilarious tale, guaranteed
The tradition continues Business Manager for the to touch the hearts of all.”
with the 96 year of Pacific Reparatory said
The play will be shown
Shakespeare
at the that this year’s play is not Sept. 28 through Oct.
beautiful outdoor Forest one to be missed. “The 14, Thursdays through
Theater at the Pacific outdoor space is beautiful, Sundays at 7:30 p.m.
Reparatory on Sept. 28 with comfortable seating,
Tickets
for students
when the unforgettably fire pits and a perfect
and teachers are $12 on
hilarious
tale
“A setting for a picnic,”
Thursdays and Sundays
Midsummer
Night’s Hughett remarked.
and $15 on Friday and
Dream” opens.
In a press release, Kathi
Saturdays. The opening
Directed by Steven Kammerdiener, Director
night
show on Sept. 28
Moorer,
this
year of Marketing said,
the show will have “The productions will has a special ticket price
especially great special be a thrilling adventure of$10.
Also playing at the
effects and promises and a magical evening
Repartory’s
to be truly magical. A of star-crossed lovers, Pacific
Circle
Theater
is
special effects company,
warring fairies, and local
Shakespeare’s Macbeth.
ZFX from Las Vegas will
craftsmen rehearsing
be providing an apparatus
that will allow the fairies
“The outdoor space is beautiful, with comfortable
to actually fly through seating, fire pits and a perfect setting for a picnic,”
Suzanne Connolly, Staff Reporter

GRAPHIC BY SEAN TIBBITTS

-JULIE HUGHETT, PACIFIC REPARATORY BUSINESS MANAGER

CHAPMAN
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Monterey

A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Macbeth are presented by
the Pacific Repatory Theater, playing the following dates:

September 2007
Fri Sept 28 7:30 PM FT A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Sat Sept 29 2:00 PM CT Macbeth (matinee)
Sat Sept 29 7:30 PM FT A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Sun Sept 30 2:00 PM CT Macbeth (matinee)
Sun Sept 30 7:30 PM FT A Midsummer Night’s Dream

October 2007

Look Ahead to Your Future.

ARTS

Chapman University College’s Monterey campus is the perfect choice
to complete your bachelor’s degree.
Chapman University College, one of California’s most highly respected universities for adult learners, is also
the perfect transfer choice. New sessions start every 10 weeks and our exceptional programs are taught at
convenient times by professionally and academically accomplished faculty who are focused on your success.

Bachelor’s Degree Programs
Liberal Studies (BA) Humanities • Organizational Leadership (BA)
Psychology (BA) • Social Science (BA)

Also offering graduate degree, certificate, and credential programs.

Call toll-free 866-CHAPMAN
www.chapman.edu/monterey
RSVP for an upcoming information meeting.

Monterey 99 Pacific Street, Suite 375B 831-373-0945
Chapman University is accredited by and is a member of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges..
Teacher training and credential programs are accredited by the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing.
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Thur Oct 4 7:30 PM FT A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Fri Oct 5 7:30 PM FT A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Sat Oct 6 2:00 PM CT Macbeth (matinee)
Sat Oct 6 7:30 PM FT A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Sun Oct 7 2:00 PM CT Macbeth (matinee)
Sun Oct 7 7:30 PM FT A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Thur Oct 11 7:30 PM FT A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Fri Oct 12 7:30 PM FT A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Sat Oct 13 2:00 PM CT Macbeth (matinee)
Sat Oct 13 7:30 PM FT A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Sun Oct 14 2:00 PM CT Macbeth (matinee, closing)
Sun Oct 14 7:30 PM FT A Midsummer Night’s Dream
The Forest Theater is located at Sunset Ctr
Carmel, CA 93923. Phone: (831) 626-1681
The Circle Theater is located at Casanova & 8th Ave
Carmel, CA 93923. Phone: (831) 622-0100

Spotlight on Music, Dance and the Spoken Word
PHOTO PROVIDED BY ROBERT LOPEZ

Mary Freeman, Staff Reporter
Mary_Freeman@csumb.edu

On Friday, Sept. 14, CSU Monterey
Bay’s World Theater presented worldrenowned poet, Nikki Giovanni, in the
first installment of the theater’s annual
Performing Arts Series.
After transforming from.a 900seat movie theater built 50 years ago into
a multi-culturally conscious performing
arts venue, the World Theater opened
in 1999 with a performance by DeeDee
Bridgewater.
The theater aims at educating,
enlightening and entertaining audiences
with their performances, as well as
providing opportunities for up-andcoming artists to create new works. In
the past the theater has co-commissioned
three different works.
This year marks the end of the World
Theater’s work with former director and
curator Dawn Gibson-Brehon. GibsonBrehon stepped down as director of the
World Theater last year but remained
this year only to work as curator for the
Performing Arts Series.
World
Theater
Operations
Manager, Phil Esparza said, “Dawn
[Gibson-Brehon] made an effort to
reflect the vision statement through
the performances.”
The campus theater has, for the past 5
years, brought performers representing
all walks of life from all over the world
to CSUMB with their annual series.
Students
like
Human
Communications
major
Jessica
Hernandez, look forward to the series

Evidence Dance Company

PHOTO PROVIDED BY BASIL CHILDERS

as an opportunity to get out of their
dorms and away from their books.
“I’m really looking forward to the
series this year. I always like to go
to at least a couple of shows at the
World Theater,” said CSUMB junior,
Hernandez.
This year, audiences will be able to
see acts ranging from dance routines
and percussion groups to poetry and a
comedian/singer. According to Esparza,
“What’s truly outstanding is the
continuing high degree and high level
of artistic quality exhibited by these
performers.”
The series will welcome back San
Jose Taiko, the Ethos Percussion Group,
as well as the Khronos Quartet. Poet,
educator and activist Nikki Giovanni
was an addition to this years series
as well as self-proclaimed “Mexican
Elvis,” El Vez.

Giovanni was the first speaker ever
included in the series. Her performance
offered up her insight about diversity
followed by a question and answer
portion.
Giovanni is a professor of writing and
literature at Virginia Tech, and has made
a reputation for herself worldwide as a
poet, writer, commentator, activist and
educator. Her works are generally taught
in many literature courses, including
some here at CSUMB.
Most acts are more musically driven,
like the Indian Jazz suite, performed
by Kathak dancer Chitresh Das and tap
dancer Jason Samuels Smith.
Esparaza said
of Giovanni’s
performance, “It’s a way to show people
that this can work too.”
Some students are already pumped up
for the year’s end performance on May
8 with El Vez.

El Vez

“I got into him when I was younger. I
saw him perform one time, and I’d like
to see him again. I was pretty excited
when I heard he was coming to the
school,” said Junior Music and Public
Arts Major, Brennan Mitchell.
Mitchell isn’t the student familiar
with the eye catching performer. Junior
Teldramatic Arts and Technology Major,
Michael Marks Nino also said “[El Vez
is] like watching Elvis with a sombrero,
and a bottle of tequila... most likely
Jose Cuervo.”
Tickets, ranging from $10 to $25, can
be purchased at the World Theater box
office located across from the Campus
Service Center, or by calling the box
office at (831) 582-4580.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY PETER SERLING

PHOTO PROVIDED BY AMERICAN PROGRAM BUREAU, INC.

Performance Arts Series Schedule
Thursday, October 4, 2007 - 7:30 PM: Chitresh Da and Jason Samuels
Smith, “India Jazz Suites”

Thursday, December 6, 2007 - 7:30 PM: San Jose Taiko

Thursday, March 6, 2008 - 7:30 PM: Ethos Percussion Group, with
special guests Bernard Woman, Glen Velez, “Zanu/Pulse”

Thursday, March 20, 2008 - 7:30 PM: Kronos Quartet
Wednesday, April 23, 2008 - 7:30 PM: Leine Roebana

Thursday, May 8, 2008 - 7:30 PM: El Vez

Nikki Giovanni

Ethos Percussion Group
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Thursday, October 18, 2007 - 7:30 PM: A Dance Company, “One Shot”

Small Resturant
Equals Big eats
reasonable
price.”
Holt shares the taste
S
_S
@
.
of many customers
and orders Carmen’s
The “mom and pop”
famous chile rellenos
restaurant,
Rosita’s
every time she dines.
Armory Café, is found
at 231 Salinas Street in
Salinas, Calf.
“really
The
Café
was
established
in
good
1970, making it the
oldest Mexican food
Mexican
restaurant in Salinas.
food and
This quaint Mexican
restaurant
always
it’s at a
leaves the customers
completely satisfied
reasonable
with money left in
their pockets. The
price.”
food is inexpensive
as well as delicious.
Patron Nicole Holt
PATRON NICOLE
said that they offer
HOLT
“really good Mexican
food and it’s at a
Summer Snell, Staff Reporter
ummer

nell

csumb edu

Carmen
Juarez,
owner of Rosita’s
Armory Café for 37
years, loves to cook,
however she can be
seen working in all
areas of the café
alongside her family
members,
which
includes her husband
Jesse Juarez.
Juarez said, “in
order to be authentic,
the food must be fresh
and made from scratch
daily. There are no
microwaves here.”
Crystal Greene of
Marina, Calf, said
that she enjoys the
atmosphere at Rosita’s
and also enjoys visiting
Jesse’s Bar adjunct to
Rosita’s, which is also
owned by Juarez.

PHOTOS BY SUMMER SNELL

Rosita’sArmory Café
is open from 9 a.m.
until 10 p.m. every day
and Jesse’s Bar is open
from 10 a.m. until 2
a.m. The welcoming
atmosphere, delicious

authentic
Mexican
food,
wonderful
friendly service and
lively spirits make
this small restaurant
a big hit.

The “mom and pop”

ARTS

restaurant, Rosita’sArmory
Café, is found at 231 Salinas

Street in Salinas, Calf, and is
open from 9 a.m. until 10 p.m.
every day and Jesse’s Bar is

open from 10 a.m. until 2 a.m.
Carmen Juarez and granddaughter at Rosita’s Armory Cafe.
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Start the Semester off Right, Get Involved
Andie Aguirre, Staff Reporter
Andie_Aguirre@csumb.edu

Here is a glimpse into some of the hot clubs on campus that aim to get students
active, involved and having a good time.

Anime Club:
Mingle with other Anime enthusiasts at these weekly club meetings that aim to
provide an insight into Japanese culture through the means of animation and other
media.
Meets Tuesday from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in building 18, room 118.
Contact club president David Bennett at David_Bennett@csumb.edu for more information.

Black Students United:
BSU aims to provide a voice for African-American students in the hopes of pro
moting cultural awareness on campus. BSU has many great activities planned this
semester that aspire to join students of all ethnic backgrounds and establish unity
on CSUMB’s campus.
Meets Wednesday at 5 p.m. in building 8.
Contact club president Lauren Owens at Lauren_Owens@csumb.edu for more information.

Chat at the Movies:
Stop by these club meetings to catch a movie and then stick around to be a film
critic during the post-movie discussion. For students who love movies, or just love
analyzing them, this is the place to be!
Meets every other Wednesday at 7 p.m. in building 303 on the 4th floor in the west lobby.
Contact club president Jennifer Hershberger at Jennifer_Hershberger@csumb.edu for more information.

Disc Golf:
This wacky sport, which swaps a traditional golf ball for a Frisbee, creates a buzz on
campus every semester. CSUMB’s disc golfers play for fun and can also compete
in tournaments with other universities across the state.
Contact club president Kenny Allison at Kenny_Allison@csumb.edu for more information.

Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan
(M.E.Ch.A):

Mixed Martial Arts Club:
Get active with this martial arts club that practices the art form and techniques of
Jujitsu, boxing, wrestling and Muay Tai. No levels of experience are required to join
in on the physical fun.
Meets Tuesday and Thursday from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in building 84 F.
Contact club president David Nishijima at David_Nishijima@csumb.edu for more
information.

Single Parents Academic & Recreational Club
This up-and-coming club aims to support single parents also tackling the role of
a hardworking CSUMB student. SPARC plans on conducting study sessions for
single parents, support workshops, group trips, fundraisers and many community
volunteer opportunities.
SPARC plans to meet the first Saturday of every month, location and time are not yet determined.
Contact club president Angel Arellano at Angel_Arellano@csumb.edu for more information.

TRIO
This club is on a mission to increase the university enrollment of low income, first
generation high school students. TRIO leads activities such as high school tours
of CSUMB, student panels and RAZA Day which is a conference designed to
empower and encourage high school students to further their education.
TRIO meets Fridays at 4 p.m. at building 86 B in the conference room.
Contact club president Rudy Medina at Rudy_Medina@csumb.edu for more information.

73 Countries:
Now Hiring

www.peacecorps.gov
General Information Meeting
Wednesday, October 17
6 to 7:30 p.m.
University Center, Living Room

PEACE CORPS

Contact Peace Corps Recruiter:
Travis Axton
510.452.8444
800.424.8580
taxton@peacecorps.gov

Seniors:
Apply Online Now
to depart Summer 2008!
www.peacecorps.gov
800.424.8580
Life is calling. How far will you go?
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M.E.Ch.A teams with other C.hicano and Chicana nationalist organizations to seek
an end to the exploitation of the Chicano and Chicana Community. M.E.Ch.A advo
cates for cultural integrity, educational equality and social justice.
Meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the library conference room.
Contact Benjamin Flores at Benjamin_Flores@csumb.edu for more information.

Photography Club
For anyone looking to gain photography experience or just has a love for the cam
era, the Photography club welcomes all students! This semester the club has several
trips planned to capture photos of the beautiful Monterey area. To present club
member’s hard work, photos will be on display in student gallery and also in the
annual Photo Club calendar. This club also serves as an excellent way to network
and score possible job opportunities with professional sports, portrait and wedding
photographers.
Contact club president Corey Ritacco at Corey_Ritacco@csumb.edu for more information.

From Landscapes
Sean Tibbitts, Arts Editor
Sean_Tibbitts@csumb.edu

ARTS

Sometimes people are so
passionate about one thing
that they live their entire life
pursuing that love. Other
times people have a thirst for
more, an itch to follow another
dream. Stephen M. Schindler is
a local photographer from Big
Sur who has been practicing
photography in addition to
academic instruction since the
early 1980’s.
The Pacific Grove Art
Center (PGAC) currently has a
collection of Schindler’s work on
display, Big Sur—Landscapes
& Figurative Studies. His
photography is traditional black
and white, similar to the works
of Ansel Adams.
“My work simply reflects
my individual vision of both
the natural landscape and the
beauty of the female form,”
said Schindler in his Artist’s
Statement.
For most of his career
Schindler’s
photography
had been strictly of natural
landscapes, about three years
ago he began photographing
the natural human form.
“We had a rainy season,”
he said. “It was so dam wet I
couldn’t get out [to photograph].
Then I realized I could use
local models indoors.”
After
that
Schindler
recognized the beauty the
human form holds and realized
he could work with models
year around, not just during the
rainy season.
On Sept. 7 the PGAC held
the opening reception for their

latest series, which included
several other artists’ exhibits.
“The opening was a huge
success, almost 800 people
we here,” said Joan McCleary,
Director of the PGAC. “He was
very pleased, as were the other
artists shown here.”
Schindler’s academic career
started at Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland,
Ohio, after which he began
instructing in the field of
astrophysics at the California
Institute of Technology in
1979. Towards the beginning
of this job, Schindler shared
an office with an engineer and
photographer, which is where
his passion for photography
originated.
In 2002 Schindler left Cal
Tech and moved to Big Sur
to dedicate himself to his
photography.
“I always knew it would
happen, it was just a question of
when,” Schindler said. “I firmly
believe life is too short to limit
yourself to one thing.”
The Pacific Grove Art Center
prides itself on featuring a
variety of work of all types,
and is open to submission of
all styles of art for review and
display.
“We are not like other
galleries that just have
seascapes and cater to
tourists,” McCleary said.
“We’re here to serve the local
artist.”
Big
Sur—Landscapes
& Figurative Studies is on
display through Oct. 18. The
Pacific Grove Art Center is
located at 568 Lighthouse Ave
in Pacific Grove.

to

Figurative Forms

PHOTOS PROVIDEDBY STEPHEN M. SCHINDLER

“My work simply

reflects my
individual vision

of both the natural
landscape and the
beauty of the female
form”
-STEPHEN M. SCHINDLER,
PHOTOGRAPHER

OTTER OOPS
Cover: The word excepts in the
middle preview box should have
been Excerpts.
Pages 6,7, & 9: Chris Bunetti
should be, Chris Brunetti.
Page 9 in masthead: Kate Keichle
is spelled Kiechle, and Staff Reporter
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Mary Freeman is missing.
Page 11: Excepts should again read
excerpts.
Page 12: Photo caption should be
spelled Sacre Coeur.
Page 16: Kristina Kendrick is
Managing Editor not Staff Reporter.

Story conclusion should have been
stop by Otter Sports Center.
Page 19: Kate Kiechle is Sports
Editor not Staff Reporter. Jody Garry
was misquoted, she did not originally
turn down the coaching position.
Page 20: The POC was by Kristina

Kendrick, Managing Editor and Elliott
Singer, News Editor.
We regret all errors.If you find an error
please e-mail otter_realm_editors@
csumb.edu and a correction will be
made.

SPORTS
Keep On Trekking
There are places in Monterey County for people who love nature
and are not afraid to work up a sweat to enjoy it. Hiking trails are
abundant here and just take a little ambition to find and dedication
to conquer.
While most of these places charge vehicle entrance fees, they
also offer free parking outside their gates. Vehicle entrance times
are restricted, but most parks are open from sunrise to sunset for
people walking in.

Fort Ord:
Difficulty: Easy to Moderate
Fort Ord Public Lands
(FOPL) are like CSU Monterey
Bay, as they are part of the old
Fort Ord Army Base. However
this special piece of property
was carved with trails for
equestrians and bikers.
Popular biking events such
as the Sea Otter Classic and 24
Hours of Adrenalin take place
here. These are some of the
best mountain biking trails in
Monterey County.
Because of the close
proximity to the campus, FOPL
is an ideal place for students
that need a breath of fresh air.

Garland Ranch Regional
Park:
Difficulty: Easy to Difficult
Sitting in the middle of
Carmel Valley, Garland Park
has some of the best scenery
short of going to Big Sur. With
over 50 Miles worth of hiking
trails, and views of ponds and
waterfalls, Garland Park is
worth the trip.
For the dedicated hiker, try
Sky Ridge Trail, which offers
vivid views of Carmel Valley
and Carmel.

A Look
at Hiking
Trails in
Monterey
County

There are many other destinations in Monterey County that
are a little off the beaten path, but have much to offer in the way
of adventure. For maps and more information on Monterey
County Parks and hiking, go to www.mprpd.org, or http://www.
co.monterey.ca.us/parks/.

Point Lobos State Reserve:

Daniel Hollingsworth, Staff Reporter
Daniel_Hollinosworth@csumb.edu

Toro Regional Park:
Difficulty: Moderate to
Difficult
Toro Regional Park is
situated just across Highway 68
from Fort Ord, but is a whole
different world.
Monterey Peninsula College
student Matt Eckhart hikes
Toro as much as possible. “I’ve
hiked all over Monterey, and
Toro is by far my favorite.”
Hiking to Simas Peak at
over 2300 feet is a grueling
challenge that lasts about four
hours roundtrip, but offers
a rewarding view of Salinas
Valley, Monterey and Carmel.

Jacks Peak County Park:
Difficulty: Easy to Moderate
Jacks Peak sits in the hills
near Monterey Airport off of
Olmsted Road. The relative
shortness of the trails is made
up by the breathtaking views
and cathedral like trees.
The Skyline Nature Trail has
a section in which one may
search for seashell fossils in the
side of a rock wall.

Difficulty: Easy
Point Lobos is probably one
of the best-known outdoor
destinations in Monterey
County. While the trails are
flat and easy, the scenery is
unparalleled. “You can get a
great workout and it’s absolutely
beautiful,” said Raewyn Scot,
CSUMB Psychology Senior.
China Beach is just one of
many spots where locals and
tourists go to picnic. More
often than not, local landscape
painters can be seen working
on their next masterpiece.

PHOTOS BY DANIEL HOLLINGSWORTH
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OTTER
WAVES

Division II Attracts

New Athletes
Grant Haney, Staff Reporter

Kate Kiechle, Sports Editor

Grant_Haney@csumb.edu

Kate_Kiechle@csumb.edu

Volleyball
Women’s volleyball hosted the Coaches Choice Otter Classic
the weekend of August 31. After some very close matches CSU
Monterey Bay came out winless. They were 0-8 the weekend of
September 7 and they played at top ranked CSU San Bernardino
leaving with a 0-3 match. Saturday, they faced off against Cal
Poly Pomona where they again went winless in their set. After
the initial slump, women’s volleyball swept their match with
UC Santa Cruz on September 12 and won their match with CSU
Dominguez Hills 3-1 on September 15.
September 20 v. Dixie State, 7:00 p.m.
September 22 v. Humboldt State, 7:00 p.m.

Soccer
Men’s Soccer kicked off their season by defeating Chico at

SPO RTS

home the weekend of September 7. Andrew Burkhammer scored
the only goal in the game giving CSUMB the win, 1-0. After
the point, goalkeeper Brenden Baca blocked a shot opportunity
by Chico, preserving the lead. September 9, CSUMB tied CSU
Stanislaus 0-0. September 14 they had another tie, this time against
UC San Diego 0-0 and September 16 they lost to CSU Dominguez
Hills 0-4. September 21 v. Humboldt State, 3:00 p.m.
September 23 v. Sonoma State, 3:00 p.m.
September 24 v. Brigham Young University, Hawaii, 3:00 p.m.

Women’s Soccer lost four straight games to Chico State
0-8 on September 7, to Stanislaus 1-4 on September 9, to UC
San Diego 0-3 on September 14 and to CSU Dominguez 0-2 on
September 16. With a rough start to their season the team is ready
to win some home games this September 21, 23 and 24.
September 21 v. Humboldt State, 12:30
September 23 v. Sonoma State, 12:30
September 24 v. Brigham Young University, Hawaii, 12:30

Golf
Their season openers are:

Men’s Golf:

September 20 the Western Washington Invitation
will take place at Bellingham, Washington

Women’s Golf:

September 23 the Grand Canyon Fall
Invitational will take place in Phoenix, Arizona
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The completion of CSU
Monterey Bay’s 2006 sports
season sheds new light on the
2007 season as Division II
status is finally obtained.
With glimpses of conference
and national titles, CSUMB
coaches see the potentiality of
Division II status. The full
potential is being realized with
benefits such as new vans
for away games, extra days
for travel, and contracts with
companies like NIKE, coaches
have seen a big change in their
recruitment prospects.
Men’s soccer coach, Artie
Cairel, feels that many steps this
year have contributed to strong
recruiting. Artie recalls the step
up from three students trying
out in National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics, to 25
student try outs in provisional
Division II, to over 40 for
Division II complete status.
Steps taken in order to have
Division II status presents
our sports teams in a “fashion
equal to an image of national
champion teams” said Cairel.
He feels that the athletics
are receiving “support from

administration to become a
national power.”
Junior transfer, Andrew
Burkhammer, was once a part
of CSU Sonoma’s soccer team
and now joins the Otters with
a strong goal to beat Sonoma.
Sonoma State resides in our
conference and has had post
season eligibility for years.
The men’s golf team also
has recruited an athlete from
the same conference. Junior
transfer, Billy Moon, the former
CSU Stanislaus All-American
now joins the Otters in the race
for Division II glory.
“It’s exciting to be a part of
a team that I feel has the ability
to be national champions,” said
Moon. “Stanislaus had a past
already established, but now
I can be a part of starting the
future.”
First-year,
woman’s
volleyball coach, Jody Gary also
understands the importance that
Division II eligibility makes.
She commented, “The ability
to participate in post season
play is very important for high
caliber athletes, So the move to
officially being Division II is a
huge deal.”

throwing for par
Evan Fitzgerald, Staff Reporter
Evan_Fitzgerald@csumb.edu

In 2005 a new club for disc
golf came into existence. At
that time, who would have
known

that

the

disc

golf

team at CSU Monterey Bay
would win in the 2006 Stancil

Johnson Cup at the first annual
intercollegiate tournament on

the West Coast. Competing in

match play against ,UC Santa
Cruz and Santa Clara University,

CSUMB took home a big prize

due to their superior technique

on the course.
Under coaches Merle Witvoet

and Stancil Johnson, the team
has gained solid insight into
PHOTO BY EVAN FITZGERALD

the sport, and has exceeded
expectations all around.

“Disc golf is a growing sport that is gaining more attention
with new courses showing up in cities all over the United States,”

said Kenny Allison, a co-captain on the team as well as the club
president. “The CSUMB team and club and all its supporters plan
to keep CSUMB the epicenter of disc golf on the west coast.”

This should not be a problem, as CSUMB is the only campus in
the entire U.S. that has two full 18-hole courses as well as a desire
to promote the sport.

Whatever
it TAKES
Auvria Hampton, Staff Reporter
Auvria_Hampton@csumb.edu

Due to an underground scene that is bursting at the seams, the

disc golf team has recently been inquiring about how to become a
full-fledged team in the NCAA.
Unfortunately, there is no place for disc golf as of yet despite

there being over 3,000 courses in the United States alone. There
are also courses in countries such as China and England. More
clear push for the NCAA to recognize disc golf as a sport.

“Any steps closer to being recognized by the NCAA as an

official NCAA sport would bring justice to its underground

popularity,” said Allison.
At the moment there has not been much headway made in this
endeavor. According to the NCAA, a team that does not play at a

varsity level at a given university cannot be included as an official
sport. At the moment the disc golf team is a club, though in the
future it does hope to progress up to a collegiate level of play.
For information about the disc golf club visit- http://clubs.

csumb.edu/discgolfl
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campuses have been forming disc golf club teams and there is a

Being an Otter is doing
“whatever it takes,” said
women’s basketball coach
Amber Magner, and as CSU
Monterey Bay Men’s and
Women’s Basketball teams
gear up for the new season,
they are doing just that.
Magner and the team’s new
assistant coach, David Wingard,
are ready for this upcoming
season. Their goal for the
year is to compete in the CAA
tournament. This is the first
year that the CSÚMB Women’s
Basketball Team can com
pete in the tournament, which
takes the top eight teams from
the conference.
To accomplish this goal
Magner said “we need
to be team oriented, fast
and intense.”

Guard For the CSUMB
Otters, Britnea Moore said,
“since we can compete in the
tournament, it will inspire
all the girls to play hard and
achieve our goal.”
This year you will see seven
new faces on the women’s
team, five new players and two
red shirts. “This is a great mix
[and] a great fit. Working as
a cohesive unit will determine
how successful they are as a
team, because without that, they
have nothing,” said Magner.
This season Magner expects
the girls to stand apart, be spe
cial and set the example for
others to follow.
Going into his second season
as the Men’s Basketball Coach
Pat Kosta, is ready to build on
the foundation set last year.
“Last season we established
a culture, set the groundwork
and I hope to build on that this
year” he said.

“We are brining back the
most starters and returnees
from the conference. Our team
will have the most experience.”
Mitchell also said “the team’s
goal is to make the playoffs,”
said Forward Joe Mitchell.
“We have a lot of talent on
the team.” As far as the new
players go “they have taken us
under their wing, and welcomed
us with open arms,” added New
player Trey Mullen.
With the new players on
board, Kosta emphasizes that
the new players can only add
to the positive dynamic of the
team. “The recruitment process
is just as much about character
as it is talent,” said Kosta.
As conditioning for the
men’s team gets underway,
Kosta expects every player to
play with heart and compete
with passion. Kosta will bring
strong leadership, guidance,
and flexibility to maximize the
performance of the team, so
they may achieve their goal.
This season both teams look
strong and only time will tell
if these Otters really have what
it takes.
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HOW KNOWLEDGEABLE/INTERESTED
ARE YOU
ABOUT
CAMPUS
POLITICS?
Robin Wienanda

Teresa Ayala

Bryan Sperber

First Year Music Major

Fourth Year Business Major

First Year ESSP Major

Not at all, I haven't bothered to look
into it

It is something very important and we
need to be aware of it, unless we take
classes we don't know about it. Not
[knowledgeable] at all [about campus
politics]

Not very, I just go to class, do homework
and sleep

Megan Huff

Elijah Leclair

Caelin Briggs

Third Year Transfer HCOM Major

Second Year Undeclared

Third Year Transfer CHHS Major

Not very [knowledgeable], It would be
something I would be interested in if I
knew the issues

I hate politics, I went to D.C.and figured
out that I hate it.

Not knowledgeable at ail but I am
interested in politics.

